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Magnetic Order-Disorder Transition Mediated by a
Temperature-Driven Structural Transformation

M. Zharnikov, A. Dittschar, W. Kuch, C. M. Schneider, and J. Kirschner
Max-Planck-Institut für Mikrostrukturphysik, Weinberg 2, D-06120 Halle, Germany

(Received 5 February 1996)

Low energy electron diffraction and magneto-optical Kerr effect measurements were carried o
interleaved mode for epitaxially grown FeyCu(100) at temperature variation. What was believed to
a regular thermodynamic Curie transition in 4 monolayer FeyCu(100) is shown to be the result of a
temperature-driven structural transformation. [S0031-9007(96)00446-2]

PACS numbers: 75.70.Ak, 68.35.Rh, 68.55.–a, 75.50.Bb
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The loss of spontaneous magnetization in ferromag
with increasing temperature belongs to the class of t
modynamical second-order phase transitions. When
critical (Curie) temperature is approached thermal fluct
tions of the spins overcompensate their aligning excha
interaction, and the ferromagnetic long-range order le
ing to the occurrence of the spontaneous magnetiza
disappears.

In this Letter we report on another kind of magne
order-disorder transition, namely, a temperature-dri
structural rearrangement in thin epitaxial Fe films
Cu(100), affecting the existence of ferromagnetism
the film. What was up to now believed to be t
“normal” thermodynamically driven Curie transition in
4 monolayer (ML) Fe film on Cu(100)—a loss of th
long-range magnetic order above 330 K—is shown
be exclusively due to a crystalline restructuring occurr
at that temperature and its consequences on the mag
properties. The link between structure and magnetism
ferromagnets [and, in particular, in FeyCu(100)] is thus
found to reveal itself in the new way.

Ultrathin Fe films on Cu(100) are characterized by
rather interesting structural and magnetic behavior a
function of coverage and growth temperature, which ma
them one of the most frequently investigated objects
thin films magnetism [1–9]. Grown at room temper
ture, these films have a perpendicular orientation of
remanent magnetization that becomes in-plane after
fcc-bcc structural phase transition at a thickness aro
11 ML [1]. The value of the remanent magnetization
the fcc FeyCu(100) is observed to be a nonmonotono
function of the Fe thickness: Up to a thickness of ab
4 ML an almost linear increase of the magnetization ta
place, whereas this value drops down at higher thickne
and remains approximately constant between 5 and 10
[1–3]. This unusual behavior can be explained by c
sidering that fcc Fe may assume several magnetic ph
depending on the atomic volumeVa: At Va ø 11.4 Å3

an antiferromagnetic phase exists, whereas ferromag
order can be expected at an enlarged atomic volum
12.1 Å3 [10,11]. The lattice constant of Cu (3.61 Å) e
ceeds that of fcc Fe (3.55–3.58 Å) by (1–2)%, thus le
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ing the epitaxial fcc film essentially unstable with resp
to structural transformations. In this situation the v
tical interlayer spacinga' is mainly affected. Detailed
low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) investigations [3
6] using the tensor LEED technique to fit experimen
IsEd curves showed that the whole Fe film on Cu(10
assumes a tetragonally expanded fcc structure (fct)
d # 4 ML, characterized by an enlarged atomic volum
of 12.1 Å3 sa' ø 1.87 Åd. At higher thicknesses onl
the top layers keep an enlarged value ofa', whereas the
bulk of the film relaxes into the undistorted (isotrop
fcc structure (a' ø 1.78 Å, Va ø 11.4 Å3) [3]. This cor-
relates with the observed drop of the remanent mag
tization if one assumes that the ferromagnetism in
film is indeed related to an expanded interlayer spac
This assumption was recently substantiated by convers
electron Mössbauer spectroscopy experiments [8,9] w
also showed that the isotropic fcc Fe, in fact, orders a
ferromagnetically at low temperatures, in agreement [
with the results of previous magneto-optical Kerr effe
investigations [2].

Thus, thickness dependences of both the structural
magnetic properties of FeyCu(100) closely correlate with
each other and are believed to be well understood. At
same time there is a definite lack of information on
temperature dependence of these properties. The q
tions, whether the structure of the Fe film remains s
ble against temperature variation and whether poss
temperature-driven structural transformations are acc
panied by some change of magnetic properties, are
open. In this Letter we answer both of these questi
and present the results on the temperature dependen
the structural and magnetic properties of FeyCu(100) in
the range of 120–400 K. For the sake of clarity and
cause of space constraints, we concentrate on the re
for 3 and 4 ML FeyCu(100). A detailed data analysis fo
other thicknesses will be presented elsewhere.

The measurements of structural and magnetic prope
were carried out in an interleaved mode to exclude i
versibility effects. The magnetic properties were prob
using the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) by reg
tering hysteresis loops in the polar geometry. The lo
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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had a square shape except for the region of the Curie
sition where a pronounced change of the loop shape
observed. The maximum magnetic field appliedHmax was
250 Oe which allowed us to reach the saturation m
netization over most of the temperatures and thickne
covered (for4.5 # d # 10 ML coercivity at low tem-
peratures exceededHmax). Conclusions on the crystallin
structure of the Fe films were drawn from a kinema
analysis of LEEDIsEd curves for the (00) diffraction
beam. Such curves often show a periodic (as a func
of

p
E ) sequence of intensity maxima that result fro

constructive interference, whenever the vertical interla
spacing corresponds to an integer multiple of the elec
wave length [13]. Such a sequenceSsEd thus represents
a kind of fingerprint for a certain structural phase in t
system under investigation. Moreover, it is possible
evaluate (in the kinematic approximation) the correspo
ing average vertical interlayer spacing, what is especi
beneficial in a system where the magnetic properties
determined by this parameter.

The iron films were epitaxially deposited on a Cu(10
single crystal kept at room temperature. The dep
tion rate was varied between 0.3 and 0.6 MLymin and
the pressure during the evaporation was always be
2 3 1028 Pa. The growth process was monitored a
controlled in situ by medium energy electron diffractio
(MEED), the typical behavior for the specular beam
being reproduced in our experiments. This procedure
additional Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) measu
ments allowed a thickness determination with an accur
of 0.2 ML.

The IsEd curves for the (00) LEED beam in fc
FeyCu(100)sd , 11 ML d reveal two periodic (as a func
tion of

p
E ) sequences of maxima. The correspond

values ofa' (1.8 and 1.9 Å) and the comparison wi
the case of clean Cu(100) both show that the obse
sequences, which we will address asSfccsEd andSfctsEd,
correspond to the isotropic and tetragonally expanded
Fe structures, respectively.

The IsEd curves collected at temperatures of ab
160 K [which are typical for previous LEED investigation
on FeyCu(100) [3–6] ] provide the samed dependence
for the structure of the fcc Fe films as the previo
investigations. The characters of theIsEd curves atd #

4 ML (the lowest curve in Fig. 1 is typical) and at4.5 #

d # 10 ML (the topmost curve in Fig. 1 is typical) ar
different, manifesting the transition from the complete
tetragonally expanded fcc lattice of Fe to a structure w
only the topmost layers expanded. Atd # 4 ML SfctsEd
dominates, whereas the intensity of the sequence obse
at higher energies decreases with increasingd, which
allows us to associate the latter sequence with the subs
Because of the same value ofa' (1.8 Å), this sequence i
practically indistinguishable fromSfccsEd. At 4.5 # d #

10 ML SfccsEd becomes dominating, whereas the maxi
corresponding to the expanded phase are observed i
IsEd curves only at low energies. They may therefore
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FIG. 1. Intensity vs energy dependence of the LEED (
beam for 4 ML Fe as well as for 5 ML Fe (topmost curv
on Cu(100) measured at various temperatures during hea
The curves were taken with an angle of incidence of 6± in the
(100) mirror plane of the substrate. Two periodic sequence
maxima [SfccsEd and SfctsEd] corresponding to the fcc and fc
structures of Fe on Cu(100) are traced by vertical dashed
dotted lines, respectively.SfccsEd overlaps with an analogou
sequence for Cu(100).SfctsEd observed at lower temperature
disappears completely between 313 and 333 K, and a
sequence slightly shifted to higher energies with respec
the previous values forSfctsEd appears. Atd  5 ML the
character of theIsEd curve does not change upon heating fro
153 to 333 K.

associated with low-energy electrons having a small esc
length, which suggests that the expansion really takes p
only in the upper layers of the film. It should also be no
that these maxima are slightly shifted to higher energ
as compared with the ones inSfctsEd at d # 4 ML (a'

changed to 1.85 Å).
Varying the temperature results in a change of

relative weights ofSfccsEd andSfctsEd in theIsEd curves;
relative intensities of the peaks at higher and lower kin
energy within the sequences also change slightly. Ne
theless, the character of the curves remains the sam
cept for the case of 4 ML (Fig. 1). The correspondi
IsEd curve changes dramatically upon heating, the m
abrupt changes occurring between 313 and 333 K. On
one hand,SfccsEd becomes dominant. On the other han
SfctsEd observed at lower temperatures disappears c
pletely, and a new sequence, slightly shifted to hig
energies with respect to the previous values forSfctsEd,
appears. The maxima in this new sequence are obse
only at low energies and are characterized by the same
sitions as the ones inSfctsEd at 4.5 # d # 10 ML. Thus,
4621
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theIsEd curve for the 4 ML film becomes exactly the sam
as that for the films with4.5 # d # 10 ML, which is also
clearly seen from the direct comparison of theIsEd curves
for the 4 and 5 ML films at 333 K in Fig. 1. From this i
follows that the 4 ML film atT  333 K assumes a simi-
lar structure as the 5–9 ML films, namely, an fcc structu
in the bulk of the film and fct in the topmost layers.

Such a drastic structural transformation is also fou
to affect the magnetic properties of the 4 ML film. Th
is illustrated by Fig. 2 which represents the main result
this Letter. In Fig. 2 the ratio of the intensities of theIsEd
peak atø145 eV sI145d in SfctsEd and that atø176 eV
sI176d in SfccsEd as well as the saturation magnetizatio
sMsatd are presented as a function of temperature. T
latter was increased from 150 to 343 K and then decrea
to 190 K by steps of 5–30 K. Comparison of these tw
plots shows that they are practically identical; the sa
curve can be used [dashed line in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)
fit both experimental curves. The ratioI145sfctdyI176sfccd
reveals a relation between the fct and fcc phases in
bulk of the Fe film. The peaks atø145 and ø176 eV
were chosen because of their intensity. If another pair
theIsEd peaks is taken, the corresponding ratio behave
the same way: it decreases slowly during heating to 313
and then drops fast between 313 and 333 K.

A coincidence between the temperature behavior ofMsat
and the ratioIsfctdyIsfccd indicates that the ferromagneti
n
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FIG. 2. The ratio of the intensity of the peaks at 145 a
176 eV (marked in Fig. 1) in theIsEd curves for the (00)
beam (a) as well as saturation magnetization (b) for 4 M
FeyCu(100) during heating and cooling of the sample (indica
by arrows) at the order-disorder magnetic transition. The pe
at 145 and 176 eV belong to the periodical sequences of m
ima corresponding to fct and fcc Fe, respectively. Dashed li
serve as a guide to the eye. The identical dashed line is
to trace the temperature dependence of both the ratioI145yI176
in (a) and the saturation magnetization in (b) during heating
4622
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long-range order in the 4 ML film is not destroyed by th
usual thermodynamic way, but by the temperature-driv
structural transformation. An observed irreversibility
the ferromagnetic-paramagnetic transition also supp
this conclusion, pointing towards an activated process.
the thicker Fe filmssd $ 4.5 ML d the limitation of the
fct structure only to the upper layers is energetically mo
favorable than an overall fct structure. The correspond
reduction of the elastic energy in the film should th
overcompensate the increase of the interfacial ene
Additionally, some energy barrier between two differe
structural states can exist and must then be overco
At a fixed thickness, the temperature affects both
balance between elastic and interfacial energies and
probability to overcome the effective barrier. If suc
a barrier really exists and the depth of the potent
minima on its opposite sides is different, a temperat
irreversibility of the structural transition can be expecte
Such an irreversibility is, in fact, observed in Fig. 2(a): t
4 ML film turns into the new structural state after heatin
and keeps this new structure even during subsequ
cooling. The onset of the ferromagnetic long-range or
occurs then atT ø 270 280 K [Fig. 2(b)], which is the
typical Curie temperature for the Fe film with fcc structu
expanded only in the topmost layers [1]. The initi
fct structure witha'  1.9 Å (a' for the fct structure
changes to 1.85 Å after the structural transition) appe
in the same temperature range [Fig. 2(b)]; two differe
fct structures (a'  1.85 and1.9 Å) and the fcc structure
coexist in a rather extended range of temperatures. O
after cooling down to temperaturesTmin of about 120–
180 K the system slowly returns to the initial structur
state and to the full magnetization. The time scale of t
process depends on the cooling procedure andTmin, and
varies from 20–30 min to some hours.

The maximum temperature to which the 4 ML film wa
heated (343 K) is significantly lower than that for the o
set of interdiffusion (410 K [14]). Nevertheless, if som
influence of this process on the structure would take pl
at lower temperatures, it should reveal itself in the sa
way not only in the 4 ML film but also in 3 ML, where
the onset of interdiffusion occurs at even lower tempe
ture [14,15]. The dependences ofMsat andI145yI176 on T
for the 3 ML film are depicted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), r
spectively, the same scaling as in Fig. 2 being used.
ratio I145yI176 in Fig. 3(a) decreases slowly with increa
ing temperature, but has in no way the same behavio
Msat and shows no abrupt changes between 313 and 33
(as it occurs in the 4 ML film) or in the region of the Curi
transition atø365 K. If the structure of the 3 ML film
is, however, to some extent affected by the temperat
corresponding changes are not as dramatic as in the 4
film and do not significantly influence the magnetic pro
erties. The reversibility of both dependences in Figs. 3
and 3(b) supports this conclusion. The observed struct
and magnetic transitions are, in fact, characteristiconly for
the 4 ML film, which seems to be structurally unstab
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FIG. 3. The ratio of the intensity of the peaks at 145 a
176 eV in the IsEd curves for the (00) beam (a) as we
as saturation magnetization (b) for 3 ML FeyCu(100) during
heating and cooling of the sample (indicated by arrows) at
Curie transition. The peaks at 145 and 176 eV belong to
periodical sequences of maxima corresponding to fct and
Fe, respectively. Dashed lines represent a guide to the
The same scales as in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are used in (a)
(b), respectively.

because of the competition of the elastic and interfa
energies. Just increasing the thickness by 0.5 ML or h
ing up to 333 K is sufficient to force the film into the ne
structural and magnetic state.

Our finding explains a curiosity in the thickness dep
dence of the Curie temperatureTc of FeyCu(001) the atten-
tive reader of Ref. [1] may have come across. Genera
in magnetic thin film systems the Curie temperature
creases with increasing film thicknesses as a result o
scaling law [16], as long as the whole film is magnetic a
no other properties of the system (structure, morpholo
composition) are changed. What was observed instea
Thomassenet al. [1] (and exactly reproduced by us) is
monotonous increase ofTc with film thickness up to abou
3 ML and a distinct decrease ofTc at 4 ML. This is diffi-
cult to understand, because the structural phase trans
from the entirely tetragonally expanded fcc structure to t
expanded only in the topmost layers was thought to oc
at higher thicknesses, as judged by the behavior of the
manent magnetization extrapolated to 0 K. This unus
behavior was not discussed by the authors, and we pro
evidence that indeed an important property of the syst
namely, the structure, is altered already at 4 ML thickn
by temperature variation. By extrapolating theTcsdd de-
pendence in FeyCu(100) from the range below 3 ML t
d  4 ML, the thermodynamical Curie temperature of t
d
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4 ML film can be estimated to be approximately 460
But before the thermodynamical Curie transition can occ
a structural rearrangement takes place. The new struc
which the 4 ML film assumes atT $ 333 K also possesse
ferromagnetic properties, but the corresponding Curie t
peraturesø270 Kd is significantly lower than 333 K. As
soon as the structural transformation takes place, the
happens to be aboveTc for this particular system and con
sequently becomes paramagnetic.

In conclusion, we have for the first time observed
magnetic order-disorder transition mediated by a str
tural transformation. The temperature-driven structural
arrangement in 4 ML Fe films on Cu(100) was shown
lead to a breakdown of the ferromagnetic long-range or
Two factors are of importance for the existence of this p
nomena, namely, the strong dependence of the magn
properties of Fe on the atomic volume and the structu
instability of fcc Fe on Cu(100).
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